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Reading free The stiletto in your back the good girls guide to backstabbers bullies gossips queen bees at
work the good girls guide to getting ahead 1 (2023)
in this spirited sequel to the acclaimed the rook myfanwy thomas returns to clinch an alliance between deadly rivals and avert epic and slimy supernatural war when secret organizations are forced to merge after
years of enmity and bloodshed only one person has the fearsome powers and the bureaucratic finesse to get the job done facing her greatest challenge yet rook myfanwy thomas must broker a deal between two
bitter adversaries the checquy the centuries old covert british organization that protects society from supernatural threats and the grafters a centuries old supernatural threat but as bizarre attacks sweep london
threatening to sabotage negotiations old hatreds flare surrounded by spies only the rook and two women who absolutely hate each other can seek out the culprits before they trigger a devastating otherworldly war
stiletto is a novel of preternatural diplomacy paranoia and snide remarks from an author who adroitly straddles the thin line between fantasy thriller and spoof booklist new york times and usa today best selling
author all five black stiletto books in one stunning saga this usa today and new york times best selling five book saga tells the entire amazing story of judy cooper the famed black stiletto of vigilante fame the story is
told by martin talbot the stiletto s son in the words of the stiletto herself through her diaries martin does not discover these diaries until his mother suffering from alzheimer disease is confined to a nursing home
imagine his utter shock when he realizes that his mother s diaries and other revealing discoveries bring the black stiletto s his mother s past into the present this awe inspiring five book saga takes the reader
through the parallel lives of judy today and the young masked crime stopper from the 1950 s and 60 s from new york to los angeles to texas judy the stiletto is a hero to the public but a hunted enemy of law
enforcement and criminals including the mafia as she relentlessly fights for justice her life is in constant danger and that danger returns to the present to threaten martin his daughter and judy herself the black
stiletto saga covers the entire story the old judy the young judy and the black stiletto all five books in one package the black stiletto the black stiletto black white the black stiletto stars stripes the black stiletto secrets
lies and the black stiletto endings beginnings during the past few years professional women s groups have been coalescing in every major american city collaborating to achieve clout and success calling themselves
power bitches brazen hussies and s l u t s successful ladies under tremendous stress this new girls network is alive and set to hyperdrive stiletto network is the first book to highlight this groundbreaking movement
of these trailblazing women however these pages are not only about celebrating these extraordinary women from captains of industry to aspiring entrepreneurs who have come together to celebrate unwind debate
and compare notes they re also about what happens when these women leave the table how they mine their collective intelligence to realize their dreams or champion a cause how they lift up their friends and
push them forward how they join forces to ensure each woman gets whatever it is she needs to accomplish her goals sharing story after story of extraordinary women banding together to help other extraordinary
women stiletto network is both a celebration and a call to action to a better way of doing business when it comes to writing weapons most authors shoot from the hip and miss the writer s guide to weapons will help
you hit your target every time firearms and knives have starring roles in a wide range of genres crime thriller war mystery western and more unfortunately many depictions of weapons in novels and film are
pure fiction knowing the difference between a shotshell and a slug a pistol and a revolver or a switchblade and a butterfly knife is essential for imbuing your story with authenticity and gaining popularity with
discerning readers inside you ll find an in depth look at the basics of firearms and knives how they work why they work what they look like and how to depict them accurately in your stories the biggest weapons
myths in fiction tv and film a surefire guide for choosing the correct weapon for your characters no matter their skill level strength or background a review of major gun and knife laws weapons safety tips and
common police tactics the hit list showcasing the most popular weapons for spies detectives gunslingers gangsters military characters and more examples highlighting inaccurate vs accurate weapons depictions an
insightful foreword by david morrell the award winning creator of rambo equal parts accessible humorous and practical the writer s guide to weapons is the one resource you need to incorporate firearms and
knives into your fiction like a seasoned professional scarlet stiletto the first cut presents a superb collection of spine chilling crime fiction stories culled from the annual scarlet stiletto awards hosted by sisters in crime
australia you ll find the whole gamut from murder and mayhem to police procedurals and crime in verse some will have your blood running cold some will raise gooseflesh and others will make you laugh but all
will have you on the edge of your seat and wanting more a crime and mystery short story collection of startling originality and a grim warning of what evil lurks in australian suburbia kerry greenwood scarlet
stiletto the thirteenth cut 2021 features thirteen award winning stories from the 28th annual scarlet stiletto awards crime and mystery short stories of startling originality and a grim warning of what evil lurks in
australian suburbia kerry greenwood the scarlet stiletto series of ebooks the first to the thirteenth cuts feature superb collections of spine chilling crime and mystery short stories by australian women writers curated
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from 28 years of the scarlet stiletto awards hosted by sisters in crime australia a superb collection of page turning mysteries in which fabulous female protagonists solve and sometimes perpetrate all kinds of crimes
featuring cops killers pis crooks and amateur sleuths these award winning stories will have you on the edge of your seat will chill your blood and sometimes make you laugh out loud the second cut features a
thrilling selection of stories culled from the scarlet stiletto awards held annually by sisters in crime australia this sequel to the bestselling first cut features the 1st prize winners from 2007 2010 and a selection of
category winners from the 17 year history of the scarlet stiletto awards a superb collection of page turning mysteries in which fabulous female protagonists solve and sometimes perpetrate all kinds of crimes
featuring cops killers pis crooks and amateur sleuths these award winning stories will have you on the edge of your seat will chill your blood and sometimes make you laugh out loud charlene stiletto has decided to
embark on an adventure in search of the perfect pair of shoes full of excitement and determination she travels the globe to find the most fabulous enviable gorgeous pair she can imagine along the way and with the
company of her faithful dog boots she encounters roman soldiers hot air balloons and some seriously delicious cheese but can she find the most fabulous pair of shoes charlene stiletto and her search for a fabulous pair
of shoes is a story about hope perseverance imagination and dreams oh and about shoes up for charlene s i spy challenge there are over one hundred objects to find within the book a donation will be made to the c
arlene innes guthrie award from the sale of each copy of charlene stiletto and her search for a fabulous pair of shoes the award is named in honour of arlene a beloved employee of the stratford festival s wardrobe
department for twenty six seasons who lost her battle to cancer established by her friends and co workers the award is presented annually to a member or members of the wardrobe department who is experiencing
a period of illness the best way to know the soul of a country a culture an identity its true character of a people or a person is to watch what one eats and how one eats and may i add with whom one eats with
discovering myself all over again healing and nurturing through a becoming of whole has been my own eat pray love flow journey there are no accidents everything is synchronicity i hope it inspires and
influences you to be more to do more to feel and flow with the river of life and love wherever it may take you ethel da costa hank ramsan made everyone millionaires who learned to use his magic wall this
enraged the powers that controlled the world s banks because hidden secrets were revealed and lifestyles threatened as the world s money systems crumbled will he succeed and how new york times and usa today
best selling author suppose you found out just too late that your mother had been a superhero crime fighter could martin talbot s mother judy really have been the black stiletto when martin discovers several
volumes of diaries hidden by his mother he is stunned beyond all imagination his mother the underground heroine of yesteryear the famed still unidentified woman who battled communist spies took on the mafia
and preyed on common crooks the woman who exacted punishment on evildoers without mercy but it is all described in great detail in the diaries what caused her to begin her quest for justice her decision to act
outside the law her feats as the famed and feared vigilante how her reputation exploded in short how it all played out could it be true talbot is filled with doubt and disbelief but the reappearance of one of the
stiletto s old enemies with a thirst for merciless revenge makes the story more than real and could imperil the life of not only the stiletto but her son and granddaughter as well perfect for fans of vigilante justice
while all of the novels in the black stiletto series stand on their own and can be read in any order the publication sequence is the black stiletto the black stiletto black white the black stiletto stars stripes the black
stiletto secrets lies the black stiletto endings beginnings this book starts the reader on a journey through time with a short history of folding knives leading to the evolution of the first switchblade progressing
through time wonderful photos illustrate the descriptions of switchblades throughout the book highlighted sections showcase specific details that will be most helpful to collectors also included are facts about
knifemakers styles patterns tang stamps and a complete illustrated glossary contents include the first ever comprehensive publication about italian switchblade knives featuring knives and history from the late 1700s
to the 1970s pictured within this hardbound book are nearly 200 beautiful photos and ephemera of the most unique and rarest italian switchblades actual size photos span more than two centuries of knifemaking
history also pictured are catalog pages and advertisements as well as historical photos extensive research has gone into this book to present never before published information which clears up and dispells many
myths entire sections are dedicated to the most sought after knifemaking companies such as latama coricama mauro mario details about the knifemakers and businessmen involved behind the knives reveal who the
major players shaping the switchblade industry and who made knives for other companies separately horns and hicks have become prophets of the new horror genre bringing their unique voices together for exit
the light they are a force that must be reckoned with steven e wedel author of dining at sea exit the light combines elements of scifi horror and a mind blowing combination of the most bizarre predators i ve ever
encountered walt hicks and terry horns erwin are terror experts you ll be nervous for a week after reading this one dennis latham author of michael in hell exit the light is a great collection of horror stories they
re gruesome gory moody weird and creepy if you like horror tales that shock and disgust then grab a copy and get stuck in paul fry peep show magazine good press presents to you the meticulously edited
collection of the greatest historical romance novels uarda a romance of ancient egypt georg ebers the new abelard love in the times of cathedrals robert williams buchanan hildebrand the days of queen elizabeth
anonymous love at arms rafael sabatini the making of a saint w somerset maugham the cloister and the hearth charles reade the princess of cleves madame de la fayette the forest lovers maurice hewlett malcolm
george macdonald scarlet letter love in the colonial period nathaniel hawthorne the wild irish girl lady sydney morgan sophia stanley john weyman paul and virginia bernardin de saint pierre memoirs of emma
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courtney mary hays powder and patch georgette heyer the history of miss betsy thoughtless eliza haywood fantomina eliza haywood olinda s adventures catharine trotter cockburn belinda maria edgeworth
dangerous liaisons pierre choderlos de laclos evelina fanny burney pamela trilogy mary mary wollstonecraft jane austen pride prejudice sense sensibility mansfield park emma persuasion miss marjoribanks phoebe
junior mrs olifant vanity fair thackeray mr rowl d k broster the battle of the strong gilbert parker kitty alone sabine baring gould sentimental education gustave flaubert lady anna anthony trollope the manoeuvring
mother lady charlotte bury ramona helen hunt jackson jane eyre charlotte brontë wuthering heights emily brontë the tenant of wildfell hall anne brontë the lady of the camellias alexandre dumas the portrait of a
lady the wings of the dove henry james anna karenina leo tolstoy the age of innocence edith wharton tess of the d urbervilles thomas hardy bel ami guy de maupassant the squatter and the don maría ruiz de burton
maria chapdelaine louis hémon the four feathers a e w mason the miranda trilogy grace livingston hill the great gatsby f scott fitzgerald no matter how bad you re feeling you perk up when you have something to
strut about and in but while shoes are fun stilettos represent a challenge you can t possibly slip on a pair of four plus inch stilettos for the first time and walk the walk without wobbling everyone starts in flats
because there s no challenge to walking around in them nor do you enjoy the feel of red hot femininity and admiring glances you have to work your way up and the same is true in business inch by inch we get
taller our confidence rises we will undoubtedly stumble that s called experience but we will never give up morgan demarest is a twenty three year old fashion diva who has a passion for shopping stilettos and
indulgence but her spree filled life takes a life altering turn when her fiery artist lover tosses morgan and her precious designer wardrobe out of his chicago loft having been raised by well meaning parents who
swooped in and saved the day on countless occasions morgan is distraught to find that safety net is now gone as her self centered world crumbles morgan is forced to take a hard look at her past present and future
she begins a surprising journey of self discovery on the road to a new life in the company of a 21st century fairy godmother who has her own set of rules this fable for today s woman also features a series of
footnotes with advice ideas exercises and the occasional kick in the big girl panties full of glamour great advice and pertinent life lessons every woman who wants to live her life in a spirited dynamic and
individual way should read this book a thoroughly modern read for today s woman i know our customers will love it gemma metheringham managing and creative director of karen millen of london myfanwy
thomas awakens in a london park surrounded by dead bodies with her memory gone she must trust the instructions left by her former in order to survive she quickly learns that she is a rook a high level operative
in a secret agency that protects the world from supernatural threats but there is a mole inside the organization and this person wants her dead battling to save herself myfanwy will encounter a person with four
bodies a woman who can enter her dreams children transformed into deadly fighters and terrifyingly vast conspiracy suspenseful and hilarious the rook is an outrageously imaginative thriller for readers who like
their espionage with a dollop of purple slime utterly convincing and engrossing totally thought through and frequently hilarious even this aging jaded attention deficit disordered critic was blown away lev
grossman time good press presents to you the collection of the greatest historical novels the romance stories in the time of ancient egypt medieval castles renaissance cities regency social circles and parisian belle
Époque uarda a romance of ancient egypt georg ebers the new abelard love in the times of cathedrals robert williams buchanan hildebrand the days of queen elizabeth anonymous love at arms rafael sabatini the
cloister and the hearth charles reade the princess of cleves madame de la fayette the forest lovers maurice hewlett malcolm george macdonald scarlet letter love in the colonial period nathaniel hawthorne the wild
irish girl lady sydney morgan the dark mile d k broster sophia stanley john weyman paul and virginia bernardin de saint pierre memoirs of emma courtney mary hays the history of miss betsy thoughtless eliza
haywood olinda s adventures cockburn belinda maria edgeworth dangerous liaisons de laclos evelina fanny burney pamela trilogy mary mary wollstonecraft jane austen pride prejudice sense sensibility mansfield
park emma persuasion miss marjoribanks phoebe junior mrs olifant vanity fair thackeray mr rowl d k broster the battle of the strong gilbert parker kitty alone sabine baring gould sentimental education gustave
flaubert lady anna anthony trollope the manoeuvring mother lady charlotte bury ramona helen hunt jackson jane eyre charlotte brontë wuthering heights emily brontë the tenant of wildfell hall anne brontë the
lady of the camellias alexandre dumas the portrait of a lady henry james anna karenina leo tolstoy the age of innocence edith wharton tess of the d urbervilles thomas hardy bel ami guy de maupassant the squatter
and the don the four feathers a e w mason the miranda trilogy grace livingston hill the great gatsby f scott fitzgerald new york times and usa today s bestselling authors w michael and kathleen o neal gear bring
north america s forgotten past to vivid life in this epic romantic historical novel people of the lightning takes us into ancient florida to a village of fisher folk who must face their deepest fear pondwander the white
lightning boy the first of his kind to be born in tens of tens of summers his white hair pink eyes and pale skin make him fearsome enough but prophecy foretells that a lightning boy is destined to make sister moon
bury her face in the clouds and weep falling stars and unleash the winds of destruction fearing their ultimate demise the folk manage to trade him off in marriage to musselwhite a woman warrior who knows
nothing of the prophecy but when pondwander is kidnapped she must face an ages old enemy who has always been determined to destroy her but what is truly in store now that this lightning boy is hearing
voices in the wind telling him of his role in the coming horror at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied the zombie combat manual is a
comprehensive guide that demonstrates how anyone from seasoned fighter to average citizen can become an effective warrior in the inevitable battle against the undead with detailed illustrations and firsthand
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accounts from zombie combat veterans this manual provides readers with the information they need to emerge victoriously from a close combat encounter with a walking corpse now is the time to learn how to
survive a hand to hand battle against the advancing army of the undead before humans fall prey to their growing ranks zara hamilton has it all a glamorous new york lifestyle a gorgeous and seriously rich
boyfriend and a job as a lawyer in a prestigious city law firm but when zara s boyfriend is accused of insider trading her perfect world implodes thrown out of work by security and stalked by the press zara s life
can t get any worse or can it a snap decision and a few wines too many sees zara fleeing to africa to work as a temporary wildlife volunteer but just when things start to cool down at home zara realises her troubles
have only just begun will zara s designer wardrobe survive will a supermodel ruin her only chance at happiness can a birkin bag really solve her problems and will zara want her old life back at the end of it all
famed french detective monsieur bencolin comes out of retirement to solve a crime of passion in golden age mystery master john dickson carr s sophisticated and surprising novel london lawyer richard curtis is sent
to paris by one of the firm s senior partners to handle a delicate case revelations about playboy ralph douglas s former mistress the stunning redhead rose klonec threaten douglas s impending marriage but upon
curtis s arrival in paris a body is discovered alongside not one but four different murder weapons to save his client from the gallows curtis turns to the brilliant monsieur bencolin only this suave devilish detective is
ideally suited to unravel a case this strange with so many contradictory clues and passionately motivated suspects the four false weapons is the 5th book in the monsieur bencolin mysteries but you may enjoy
reading the series in any order digicat presents to you the meticulously edited collection of the greatest historical romance novels uarda a romance of ancient egypt georg ebers the new abelard love in the times of
cathedrals robert williams buchanan hildebrand the days of queen elizabeth anonymous love at arms rafael sabatini the making of a saint w somerset maugham the cloister and the hearth charles reade the princess of
cleves madame de la fayette the forest lovers maurice hewlett malcolm george macdonald scarlet letter love in the colonial period nathaniel hawthorne the wild irish girl lady sydney morgan sophia stanley john
weyman paul and virginia bernardin de saint pierre memoirs of emma courtney mary hays powder and patch georgette heyer the history of miss betsy thoughtless eliza haywood fantomina eliza haywood olinda s
adventures catharine trotter cockburn belinda maria edgeworth dangerous liaisons pierre choderlos de laclos evelina fanny burney pamela trilogy mary mary wollstonecraft jane austen pride prejudice sense
sensibility mansfield park emma persuasion miss marjoribanks phoebe junior mrs olifant vanity fair thackeray mr rowl d k broster the battle of the strong gilbert parker kitty alone sabine baring gould sentimental
education gustave flaubert lady anna anthony trollope the manoeuvring mother lady charlotte bury ramona helen hunt jackson jane eyre charlotte brontë wuthering heights emily brontë the tenant of wildfell hall
anne brontë the lady of the camellias alexandre dumas the portrait of a lady the wings of the dove henry james anna karenina leo tolstoy the age of innocence edith wharton tess of the d urbervilles thomas hardy
bel ami guy de maupassant the squatter and the don maría ruiz de burton maria chapdelaine louis hémon the four feathers a e w mason the miranda trilogy grace livingston hill the great gatsby f scott fitzgerald
discover the love passion and heartbreak through the ages in this collection of carefully selected historical romance novels which will transport you to the time of ancient egypt medieval castles renaissance cities
regency social circles and parisian belle Époque x000d uarda a romance of ancient egypt georg ebers x000d the new abelard love in the times of cathedrals robert williams buchanan x000d hildebrand the days of
queen elizabeth anonymous x000d love at arms rafael sabatini x000d the cloister and the hearth charles reade x000d the princess of cleves madame de la fayette x000d the forest lovers maurice hewlett x000d
malcolm george macdonald x000d scarlet letter love in the colonial period nathaniel hawthorne x000d the wild irish girl lady sydney morgan x000d the dark mile d k broster x000d sophia stanley john weyman
x000d paul and virginia bernardin de saint pierre x000d memoirs of emma courtney mary hays x000d the history of miss betsy thoughtless eliza haywood x000d olinda s adventures cockburn x000d belinda maria
edgeworth x000d dangerous liaisons de laclos x000d evelina fanny burney x000d pamela trilogy x000d mary mary wollstonecraft x000d first love mrs loudon x000d jane austen x000d pride prejudice x000d sense
sensibility x000d mansfield park x000d emma x000d persuasion x000d miss marjoribanks phoebe junior mrs olifant x000d vanity fair thackeray x000d mr rowl d k broster x000d the battle of the strong gilbert parker
x000d kitty alone sabine baring gould x000d sentimental education gustave flaubert x000d lady anna anthony trollope x000d the manoeuvring mother lady charlotte bury x000d ramona helen hunt jackson x000d
jane eyre charlotte brontë x000d wuthering heights emily brontë x000d the tenant of wildfell hall anne brontë x000d the lady of the camellias alexandre dumas x000d the portrait of a lady henry james x000d anna
karenina leo tolstoy x000d the age of innocence edith wharton x000d tess of the d urbervilles thomas hardy x000d bel ami guy de maupassant x000d the squatter and the don x000d the four feathers a e w mason
x000d the miranda trilogy grace livingston hill x000d the great gatsby f scott fitzgerald
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Stiletto 2016-06-14 in this spirited sequel to the acclaimed the rook myfanwy thomas returns to clinch an alliance between deadly rivals and avert epic and slimy supernatural war when secret organizations are
forced to merge after years of enmity and bloodshed only one person has the fearsome powers and the bureaucratic finesse to get the job done facing her greatest challenge yet rook myfanwy thomas must broker a
deal between two bitter adversaries the checquy the centuries old covert british organization that protects society from supernatural threats and the grafters a centuries old supernatural threat but as bizarre attacks
sweep london threatening to sabotage negotiations old hatreds flare surrounded by spies only the rook and two women who absolutely hate each other can seek out the culprits before they trigger a devastating
otherworldly war stiletto is a novel of preternatural diplomacy paranoia and snide remarks from an author who adroitly straddles the thin line between fantasy thriller and spoof booklist
The Black Stiletto: The Complete Saga 2015-07-15 new york times and usa today best selling author all five black stiletto books in one stunning saga this usa today and new york times best selling five book saga tells
the entire amazing story of judy cooper the famed black stiletto of vigilante fame the story is told by martin talbot the stiletto s son in the words of the stiletto herself through her diaries martin does not discover
these diaries until his mother suffering from alzheimer disease is confined to a nursing home imagine his utter shock when he realizes that his mother s diaries and other revealing discoveries bring the black stiletto
s his mother s past into the present this awe inspiring five book saga takes the reader through the parallel lives of judy today and the young masked crime stopper from the 1950 s and 60 s from new york to los
angeles to texas judy the stiletto is a hero to the public but a hunted enemy of law enforcement and criminals including the mafia as she relentlessly fights for justice her life is in constant danger and that danger
returns to the present to threaten martin his daughter and judy herself the black stiletto saga covers the entire story the old judy the young judy and the black stiletto all five books in one package the black stiletto
the black stiletto black white the black stiletto stars stripes the black stiletto secrets lies and the black stiletto endings beginnings
Stiletto Network 2013-05-16 during the past few years professional women s groups have been coalescing in every major american city collaborating to achieve clout and success calling themselves power bitches
brazen hussies and s l u t s successful ladies under tremendous stress this new girls network is alive and set to hyperdrive stiletto network is the first book to highlight this groundbreaking movement of these
trailblazing women however these pages are not only about celebrating these extraordinary women from captains of industry to aspiring entrepreneurs who have come together to celebrate unwind debate and
compare notes they re also about what happens when these women leave the table how they mine their collective intelligence to realize their dreams or champion a cause how they lift up their friends and push
them forward how they join forces to ensure each woman gets whatever it is she needs to accomplish her goals sharing story after story of extraordinary women banding together to help other extraordinary
women stiletto network is both a celebration and a call to action to a better way of doing business
The Writer's Guide to Weapons 2015-07-09 when it comes to writing weapons most authors shoot from the hip and miss the writer s guide to weapons will help you hit your target every time firearms and knives
have starring roles in a wide range of genres crime thriller war mystery western and more unfortunately many depictions of weapons in novels and film are pure fiction knowing the difference between a
shotshell and a slug a pistol and a revolver or a switchblade and a butterfly knife is essential for imbuing your story with authenticity and gaining popularity with discerning readers inside you ll find an in depth
look at the basics of firearms and knives how they work why they work what they look like and how to depict them accurately in your stories the biggest weapons myths in fiction tv and film a surefire guide for
choosing the correct weapon for your characters no matter their skill level strength or background a review of major gun and knife laws weapons safety tips and common police tactics the hit list showcasing the
most popular weapons for spies detectives gunslingers gangsters military characters and more examples highlighting inaccurate vs accurate weapons depictions an insightful foreword by david morrell the award
winning creator of rambo equal parts accessible humorous and practical the writer s guide to weapons is the one resource you need to incorporate firearms and knives into your fiction like a seasoned professional
Scarlet Stiletto: The First Cut 2011 scarlet stiletto the first cut presents a superb collection of spine chilling crime fiction stories culled from the annual scarlet stiletto awards hosted by sisters in crime australia you ll
find the whole gamut from murder and mayhem to police procedurals and crime in verse some will have your blood running cold some will raise gooseflesh and others will make you laugh but all will have you
on the edge of your seat and wanting more a crime and mystery short story collection of startling originality and a grim warning of what evil lurks in australian suburbia kerry greenwood
Scarlet Stiletto: The Thirteenth Cut - 2021 2021-11-29 scarlet stiletto the thirteenth cut 2021 features thirteen award winning stories from the 28th annual scarlet stiletto awards crime and mystery short stories of
startling originality and a grim warning of what evil lurks in australian suburbia kerry greenwood the scarlet stiletto series of ebooks the first to the thirteenth cuts feature superb collections of spine chilling crime
and mystery short stories by australian women writers curated from 28 years of the scarlet stiletto awards hosted by sisters in crime australia
Scarlet Stiletto: The Fifth Cut - 2013 2018-11-01 a superb collection of page turning mysteries in which fabulous female protagonists solve and sometimes perpetrate all kinds of crimes featuring cops killers pis crooks
and amateur sleuths these award winning stories will have you on the edge of your seat will chill your blood and sometimes make you laugh out loud
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Scarlet Stiletto: The Second Cut 2011 the second cut features a thrilling selection of stories culled from the scarlet stiletto awards held annually by sisters in crime australia this sequel to the bestselling first cut
features the 1st prize winners from 2007 2010 and a selection of category winners from the 17 year history of the scarlet stiletto awards a superb collection of page turning mysteries in which fabulous female
protagonists solve and sometimes perpetrate all kinds of crimes featuring cops killers pis crooks and amateur sleuths these award winning stories will have you on the edge of your seat will chill your blood and
sometimes make you laugh out loud
The Railway Agent and Station Agent 1890 charlene stiletto has decided to embark on an adventure in search of the perfect pair of shoes full of excitement and determination she travels the globe to find the most
fabulous enviable gorgeous pair she can imagine along the way and with the company of her faithful dog boots she encounters roman soldiers hot air balloons and some seriously delicious cheese but can she find the
most fabulous pair of shoes charlene stiletto and her search for a fabulous pair of shoes is a story about hope perseverance imagination and dreams oh and about shoes up for charlene s i spy challenge there are over
one hundred objects to find within the book a donation will be made to the c arlene innes guthrie award from the sale of each copy of charlene stiletto and her search for a fabulous pair of shoes the award is named
in honour of arlene a beloved employee of the stratford festival s wardrobe department for twenty six seasons who lost her battle to cancer established by her friends and co workers the award is presented annually
to a member or members of the wardrobe department who is experiencing a period of illness
Charlene Stiletto and Her Search for a Fabulous Pair of Shoes 2023-04-05 the best way to know the soul of a country a culture an identity its true character of a people or a person is to watch what one eats and how
one eats and may i add with whom one eats with discovering myself all over again healing and nurturing through a becoming of whole has been my own eat pray love flow journey there are no accidents
everything is synchronicity i hope it inspires and influences you to be more to do more to feel and flow with the river of life and love wherever it may take you ethel da costa
The Modern British Drama: Comedies 1811 hank ramsan made everyone millionaires who learned to use his magic wall this enraged the powers that controlled the world s banks because hidden secrets were
revealed and lifestyles threatened as the world s money systems crumbled will he succeed and how
The Stiletto Foodie 2021-01-01 new york times and usa today best selling author suppose you found out just too late that your mother had been a superhero crime fighter could martin talbot s mother judy really
have been the black stiletto when martin discovers several volumes of diaries hidden by his mother he is stunned beyond all imagination his mother the underground heroine of yesteryear the famed still
unidentified woman who battled communist spies took on the mafia and preyed on common crooks the woman who exacted punishment on evildoers without mercy but it is all described in great detail in the
diaries what caused her to begin her quest for justice her decision to act outside the law her feats as the famed and feared vigilante how her reputation exploded in short how it all played out could it be true talbot is
filled with doubt and disbelief but the reappearance of one of the stiletto s old enemies with a thirst for merciless revenge makes the story more than real and could imperil the life of not only the stiletto but her son
and granddaughter as well perfect for fans of vigilante justice while all of the novels in the black stiletto series stand on their own and can be read in any order the publication sequence is the black stiletto the black
stiletto black white the black stiletto stars stripes the black stiletto secrets lies the black stiletto endings beginnings
The Millionaire Maverick 2003-03 this book starts the reader on a journey through time with a short history of folding knives leading to the evolution of the first switchblade progressing through time wonderful
photos illustrate the descriptions of switchblades throughout the book highlighted sections showcase specific details that will be most helpful to collectors also included are facts about knifemakers styles patterns tang
stamps and a complete illustrated glossary contents include the first ever comprehensive publication about italian switchblade knives featuring knives and history from the late 1700s to the 1970s pictured within this
hardbound book are nearly 200 beautiful photos and ephemera of the most unique and rarest italian switchblades actual size photos span more than two centuries of knifemaking history also pictured are catalog pages
and advertisements as well as historical photos extensive research has gone into this book to present never before published information which clears up and dispells many myths entire sections are dedicated to the
most sought after knifemaking companies such as latama coricama mauro mario details about the knifemakers and businessmen involved behind the knives reveal who the major players shaping the switchblade
industry and who made knives for other companies
The Sketch 1898 separately horns and hicks have become prophets of the new horror genre bringing their unique voices together for exit the light they are a force that must be reckoned with steven e wedel
author of dining at sea exit the light combines elements of scifi horror and a mind blowing combination of the most bizarre predators i ve ever encountered walt hicks and terry horns erwin are terror experts you ll
be nervous for a week after reading this one dennis latham author of michael in hell exit the light is a great collection of horror stories they re gruesome gory moody weird and creepy if you like horror tales that
shock and disgust then grab a copy and get stuck in paul fry peep show magazine
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The Ape, the Idiot & Other People 1897 good press presents to you the meticulously edited collection of the greatest historical romance novels uarda a romance of ancient egypt georg ebers the new abelard love in
the times of cathedrals robert williams buchanan hildebrand the days of queen elizabeth anonymous love at arms rafael sabatini the making of a saint w somerset maugham the cloister and the hearth charles reade
the princess of cleves madame de la fayette the forest lovers maurice hewlett malcolm george macdonald scarlet letter love in the colonial period nathaniel hawthorne the wild irish girl lady sydney morgan sophia
stanley john weyman paul and virginia bernardin de saint pierre memoirs of emma courtney mary hays powder and patch georgette heyer the history of miss betsy thoughtless eliza haywood fantomina eliza
haywood olinda s adventures catharine trotter cockburn belinda maria edgeworth dangerous liaisons pierre choderlos de laclos evelina fanny burney pamela trilogy mary mary wollstonecraft jane austen pride
prejudice sense sensibility mansfield park emma persuasion miss marjoribanks phoebe junior mrs olifant vanity fair thackeray mr rowl d k broster the battle of the strong gilbert parker kitty alone sabine baring
gould sentimental education gustave flaubert lady anna anthony trollope the manoeuvring mother lady charlotte bury ramona helen hunt jackson jane eyre charlotte brontë wuthering heights emily brontë the
tenant of wildfell hall anne brontë the lady of the camellias alexandre dumas the portrait of a lady the wings of the dove henry james anna karenina leo tolstoy the age of innocence edith wharton tess of the d
urbervilles thomas hardy bel ami guy de maupassant the squatter and the don maría ruiz de burton maria chapdelaine louis hémon the four feathers a e w mason the miranda trilogy grace livingston hill the great
gatsby f scott fitzgerald
The Black Stiletto 2011-09-05 no matter how bad you re feeling you perk up when you have something to strut about and in but while shoes are fun stilettos represent a challenge you can t possibly slip on a pair of
four plus inch stilettos for the first time and walk the walk without wobbling everyone starts in flats because there s no challenge to walking around in them nor do you enjoy the feel of red hot femininity and
admiring glances you have to work your way up and the same is true in business inch by inch we get taller our confidence rises we will undoubtedly stumble that s called experience but we will never give up
morgan demarest is a twenty three year old fashion diva who has a passion for shopping stilettos and indulgence but her spree filled life takes a life altering turn when her fiery artist lover tosses morgan and her
precious designer wardrobe out of his chicago loft having been raised by well meaning parents who swooped in and saved the day on countless occasions morgan is distraught to find that safety net is now gone as
her self centered world crumbles morgan is forced to take a hard look at her past present and future she begins a surprising journey of self discovery on the road to a new life in the company of a 21st century fairy
godmother who has her own set of rules this fable for today s woman also features a series of footnotes with advice ideas exercises and the occasional kick in the big girl panties full of glamour great advice and
pertinent life lessons every woman who wants to live her life in a spirited dynamic and individual way should read this book a thoroughly modern read for today s woman i know our customers will love it
gemma metheringham managing and creative director of karen millen of london
Switchblades of Italy 2012-10-23 myfanwy thomas awakens in a london park surrounded by dead bodies with her memory gone she must trust the instructions left by her former in order to survive she quickly
learns that she is a rook a high level operative in a secret agency that protects the world from supernatural threats but there is a mole inside the organization and this person wants her dead battling to save herself
myfanwy will encounter a person with four bodies a woman who can enter her dreams children transformed into deadly fighters and terrifyingly vast conspiracy suspenseful and hilarious the rook is an
outrageously imaginative thriller for readers who like their espionage with a dollop of purple slime utterly convincing and engrossing totally thought through and frequently hilarious even this aging jaded
attention deficit disordered critic was blown away lev grossman time
Report 1895 good press presents to you the collection of the greatest historical novels the romance stories in the time of ancient egypt medieval castles renaissance cities regency social circles and parisian belle
Époque uarda a romance of ancient egypt georg ebers the new abelard love in the times of cathedrals robert williams buchanan hildebrand the days of queen elizabeth anonymous love at arms rafael sabatini the
cloister and the hearth charles reade the princess of cleves madame de la fayette the forest lovers maurice hewlett malcolm george macdonald scarlet letter love in the colonial period nathaniel hawthorne the wild
irish girl lady sydney morgan the dark mile d k broster sophia stanley john weyman paul and virginia bernardin de saint pierre memoirs of emma courtney mary hays the history of miss betsy thoughtless eliza
haywood olinda s adventures cockburn belinda maria edgeworth dangerous liaisons de laclos evelina fanny burney pamela trilogy mary mary wollstonecraft jane austen pride prejudice sense sensibility mansfield
park emma persuasion miss marjoribanks phoebe junior mrs olifant vanity fair thackeray mr rowl d k broster the battle of the strong gilbert parker kitty alone sabine baring gould sentimental education gustave
flaubert lady anna anthony trollope the manoeuvring mother lady charlotte bury ramona helen hunt jackson jane eyre charlotte brontë wuthering heights emily brontë the tenant of wildfell hall anne brontë the
lady of the camellias alexandre dumas the portrait of a lady henry james anna karenina leo tolstoy the age of innocence edith wharton tess of the d urbervilles thomas hardy bel ami guy de maupassant the squatter
and the don the four feathers a e w mason the miranda trilogy grace livingston hill the great gatsby f scott fitzgerald
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The cloister and the hearth 1837 new york times and usa today s bestselling authors w michael and kathleen o neal gear bring north america s forgotten past to vivid life in this epic romantic historical novel people
of the lightning takes us into ancient florida to a village of fisher folk who must face their deepest fear pondwander the white lightning boy the first of his kind to be born in tens of tens of summers his white hair
pink eyes and pale skin make him fearsome enough but prophecy foretells that a lightning boy is destined to make sister moon bury her face in the clouds and weep falling stars and unleash the winds of
destruction fearing their ultimate demise the folk manage to trade him off in marriage to musselwhite a woman warrior who knows nothing of the prophecy but when pondwander is kidnapped she must face an
ages old enemy who has always been determined to destroy her but what is truly in store now that this lightning boy is hearing voices in the wind telling him of his role in the coming horror at the publisher s
request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied
Mr. Midshipman Easy 1896 the zombie combat manual is a comprehensive guide that demonstrates how anyone from seasoned fighter to average citizen can become an effective warrior in the inevitable battle
against the undead with detailed illustrations and firsthand accounts from zombie combat veterans this manual provides readers with the information they need to emerge victoriously from a close combat encounter
with a walking corpse now is the time to learn how to survive a hand to hand battle against the advancing army of the undead before humans fall prey to their growing ranks
The Novels of Captain Marryat 1898 zara hamilton has it all a glamorous new york lifestyle a gorgeous and seriously rich boyfriend and a job as a lawyer in a prestigious city law firm but when zara s boyfriend is
accused of insider trading her perfect world implodes thrown out of work by security and stalked by the press zara s life can t get any worse or can it a snap decision and a few wines too many sees zara fleeing to
africa to work as a temporary wildlife volunteer but just when things start to cool down at home zara realises her troubles have only just begun will zara s designer wardrobe survive will a supermodel ruin her
only chance at happiness can a birkin bag really solve her problems and will zara want her old life back at the end of it all
The New Time 1882 famed french detective monsieur bencolin comes out of retirement to solve a crime of passion in golden age mystery master john dickson carr s sophisticated and surprising novel london
lawyer richard curtis is sent to paris by one of the firm s senior partners to handle a delicate case revelations about playboy ralph douglas s former mistress the stunning redhead rose klonec threaten douglas s
impending marriage but upon curtis s arrival in paris a body is discovered alongside not one but four different murder weapons to save his client from the gallows curtis turns to the brilliant monsieur bencolin only
this suave devilish detective is ideally suited to unravel a case this strange with so many contradictory clues and passionately motivated suspects the four false weapons is the 5th book in the monsieur bencolin
mysteries but you may enjoy reading the series in any order
A Dictionary of the English Language 1993-02 digicat presents to you the meticulously edited collection of the greatest historical romance novels uarda a romance of ancient egypt georg ebers the new abelard love
in the times of cathedrals robert williams buchanan hildebrand the days of queen elizabeth anonymous love at arms rafael sabatini the making of a saint w somerset maugham the cloister and the hearth charles reade
the princess of cleves madame de la fayette the forest lovers maurice hewlett malcolm george macdonald scarlet letter love in the colonial period nathaniel hawthorne the wild irish girl lady sydney morgan sophia
stanley john weyman paul and virginia bernardin de saint pierre memoirs of emma courtney mary hays powder and patch georgette heyer the history of miss betsy thoughtless eliza haywood fantomina eliza
haywood olinda s adventures catharine trotter cockburn belinda maria edgeworth dangerous liaisons pierre choderlos de laclos evelina fanny burney pamela trilogy mary mary wollstonecraft jane austen pride
prejudice sense sensibility mansfield park emma persuasion miss marjoribanks phoebe junior mrs olifant vanity fair thackeray mr rowl d k broster the battle of the strong gilbert parker kitty alone sabine baring
gould sentimental education gustave flaubert lady anna anthony trollope the manoeuvring mother lady charlotte bury ramona helen hunt jackson jane eyre charlotte brontë wuthering heights emily brontë the
tenant of wildfell hall anne brontë the lady of the camellias alexandre dumas the portrait of a lady the wings of the dove henry james anna karenina leo tolstoy the age of innocence edith wharton tess of the d
urbervilles thomas hardy bel ami guy de maupassant the squatter and the don maría ruiz de burton maria chapdelaine louis hémon the four feathers a e w mason the miranda trilogy grace livingston hill the great
gatsby f scott fitzgerald
Ski 2002-10-17 discover the love passion and heartbreak through the ages in this collection of carefully selected historical romance novels which will transport you to the time of ancient egypt medieval castles
renaissance cities regency social circles and parisian belle Époque x000d uarda a romance of ancient egypt georg ebers x000d the new abelard love in the times of cathedrals robert williams buchanan x000d
hildebrand the days of queen elizabeth anonymous x000d love at arms rafael sabatini x000d the cloister and the hearth charles reade x000d the princess of cleves madame de la fayette x000d the forest lovers maurice
hewlett x000d malcolm george macdonald x000d scarlet letter love in the colonial period nathaniel hawthorne x000d the wild irish girl lady sydney morgan x000d the dark mile d k broster x000d sophia stanley
john weyman x000d paul and virginia bernardin de saint pierre x000d memoirs of emma courtney mary hays x000d the history of miss betsy thoughtless eliza haywood x000d olinda s adventures cockburn x000d
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belinda maria edgeworth x000d dangerous liaisons de laclos x000d evelina fanny burney x000d pamela trilogy x000d mary mary wollstonecraft x000d first love mrs loudon x000d jane austen x000d pride prejudice
x000d sense sensibility x000d mansfield park x000d emma x000d persuasion x000d miss marjoribanks phoebe junior mrs olifant x000d vanity fair thackeray x000d mr rowl d k broster x000d the battle of the strong
gilbert parker x000d kitty alone sabine baring gould x000d sentimental education gustave flaubert x000d lady anna anthony trollope x000d the manoeuvring mother lady charlotte bury x000d ramona helen hunt
jackson x000d jane eyre charlotte brontë x000d wuthering heights emily brontë x000d the tenant of wildfell hall anne brontë x000d the lady of the camellias alexandre dumas x000d the portrait of a lady henry
james x000d anna karenina leo tolstoy x000d the age of innocence edith wharton x000d tess of the d urbervilles thomas hardy x000d bel ami guy de maupassant x000d the squatter and the don x000d the four
feathers a e w mason x000d the miranda trilogy grace livingston hill x000d the great gatsby f scott fitzgerald
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